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Physical and Perceptual Factors Shape the Neural
Mechanisms That Integrate Audiovisual Signals in Speech
Comprehension
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Face-to-face communication challenges the human brain to integrate information from auditory and visual senses with linguistic rep-
resentations. Yet the role of bottom-up physical (spectrotemporal structure) input and top-down linguistic constraints in shaping the
neural mechanisms specialized for integrating audiovisual speech signals are currently unknown. Participants were presented with
speech and sinewave speech analogs in visual, auditory, and audiovisual modalities. Before the fMRI study, they were trained to perceive
physically identical sinewave speech analogs as speech (SWS-S) or nonspeech (SWS-N). Comparing audiovisual integration (interac-
tions) of speech, SWS-S, and SWS-N revealed a posterior–anterior processing gradient within the left superior temporal sulcus/gyrus
(STS/STG): Bilateral posterior STS/STG integrated audiovisual inputs regardless of spectrotemporal structure or speech percept; in left
mid-STS, the integration profile was primarily determined by the spectrotemporal structure of the signals; more anterior STS regions
discarded spectrotemporal structure and integrated audiovisual signals constrained by stimulus intelligibility and the availability of
linguistic representations. In addition to this “ventral” processing stream, a “dorsal” circuitry encompassing posterior STS/STG and left
inferior frontal gyrus differentially integrated audiovisual speech and SWS signals. Indeed, dynamic causal modeling and Bayesian model
comparison provided strong evidence for a parallel processing structure encompassing a ventral and a dorsal stream with speech
intelligibility training enhancing the connectivity between posterior and anterior STS/STG. In conclusion, audiovisual speech compre-
hension emerges in an interactive process with the integration of auditory and visual signals being progressively constrained by stimulus
intelligibility along the STS and spectrotemporal structure in a dorsal fronto-temporal circuitry.

Introduction
In natural face-to-face communication, the speaker’s intent is
conveyed through both auditory (voice) and visual (facial move-
ment) cues. To provide the most likely interpretation of the com-
plex time-varying audiovisual (AV) signals, the human brain is
challenged to integrate AV speech signals with higher order lin-
guistic (e.g., phonological, semantic, syntactic) representations.
Given the dominant links between speech perception and pro-
duction, a role in speech perception has also been invoked for
articulatory-gestural representations (Liberman and Mattingly,
1985; Wilson et al., 2004; Skipper et al., 2007). Speech processing
may thus rely on multiple parallel pathways, most prominently a
“what” stream along the anterior temporal lobe transforming the
sensory inputs into semantic representations and a dorsal fronto-
temporal “how” circuitry interfacing between AV and motor rep-

resentations (Scott and Johnsrude, 2003; Rauschecker and Scott,
2009).

A fundamental question is whether integration of auditory
and visual speech signals is “special” or governed by generic prin-
ciples (Massaro et al., 1996; Stekelenburg and Vroomen, 2007).
AV integration in speech perception may be considered special in
terms of (1) the specific complex spectrotemporal structure of
speech and (2) the linguistic or articulatory representations that
provide top-down constraints on the integration and interpreta-
tion of the sensory signals (Davis and Johnsrude, 2007). Indeed,
the classical McGurk illusion depends crucially on the availability
of phonological representations (Tuomainen et al., 2005).

At the neural level, AV integration emerges in a widespread
system encompassing subcortical, primary sensory, and associa-
tion areas (Schroeder and Foxe, 2005; Driver and Noesselt, 2008).
This multitude of multisensory integration sites raises the ques-
tion whether different stimulus properties may be integrated at
distinct levels of the cortical hierarchy. Specifically, cortical sys-
tems may have evolved that are specialized for integrating AV
speech inputs. Previous studies have shown that AV speech and
nonspeech signals were integrated in different regions within the
left posterior (Stevenson and James, 2009) and anterior (Hertrich
et al., 2011) superior temporal sulcus/gyrus (STS/STG). Yet, since
these initial studies compared speech to action sequences or for-
mant sweeps that differ from speech along physical (e.g., spectro-
temporal structure and complexity) and linguistic dimensions
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that are linked with an intelligible speech percept (e.g., semantics,
syntax, phonology), they were not able to identify the determi-
nants of putative speech-selective AV integration.

To dissociate the contributions of physical and perceptual fac-
tors to the integration of audiovisual speech signals, we presented
participants with speech and sinewave speech analogs (SWS).
Before the fMRI study, we trained one group of participants to
perceive SWS as speech, and the other group to perceive SWS as
nonspeech. We dissociated three processing levels in audiovisual
speech comprehension. First, we identified AV integration com-
mon to all stimulus classes regardless of their physical or percep-
tual properties. Second, we determined where AV integration
depended on the spectrotemporal structure of the sensory signals
by comparing speech and SWS. Third, we identified AV integra-
tion processes that were molded by representational learning and
reflected participants’ ability to integrate sinewave inputs into
intelligible speech percepts. Our study demonstrates that both
spectrotemporal complexity and the availability of intelligible
speech percepts determine the neural processes integrating AV
speech signals.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Thirty-one healthy right-handed German native speakers (16 females;
mean age, 24.7 years) gave informed consent to participate in the study.
The study was approved by the human research ethics committee of the
medical faculty at the University of Tübingen. All volunteers participated
in both psychophysics and functional imaging experiments. One partic-
ipant was excluded from the study as a result of �10% performance
accuracy in the target detection task during the fMRI study.

Stimuli
Stimuli included AV, auditory (A), and visual (V) signals of speech and
SWS (Remez et al., 1983; Tuomainen et al., 2005; Benson et al., 2006;
Möttönen et al., 2006; Desai et al., 2008). Stimulus material was taken
from close-up video recordings of a female face looking straight into the
camera, uttering short sentences. Audio and video were recorded with a
digital camera (DCR-TRV900E; Sony Corporation; video at 30 frames
per second, 720 � 480 pixels; audio at 44 kHz sampling rate, 16 bit
resolution). Sentences were four-word-long neutral statements in Ger-
man. The AV movies of speech were first cropped to one single complete
sentence, preceded and followed by 15 frames of neutral facial expression
during which no sound was presented (Adobe Premiere Pro) (for further
information on the stimuli, see Maier et al., 2011).

To transform auditory speech into sinewave speech analogs, the audio
tracks were separated from the video tracks. The auditory speech was
transformed into sinewave speech by replacing the first three formants
with sine wave analogs (www.lifesci.sussex.ac.uk/home/Chris_Darwin/
Praatscripts/SWS). The auditory SWS tracks were recombined with the
video tracks to create AV SWS movies.

Training to manipulate SWS intelligibility (before the fMRI
study)
The intelligibility of SWS stimuli was manipulated between participants
by exposing the SWS-S (intelligible SWS speech percept) and the SWS-N
(SWS nonspeech percept) groups to different types of speech training �1
d before the fMRI study. The SWS-S group was presented with SWS
sentences preceded by the corresponding speech sentence to facilitate
understanding of SWS as speech. The SWS-N group was exposed only to
the SWS sentences. We manipulated the speech percept for SWS stimuli
between rather than within participants, because an initial pilot study
showed that participants quickly generalize from a few intelligible SWS
stimuli to the entire SWS stimulus set rendering a within-subject manip-
ulation of the speech percept impossible.

More specifically, we applied the following training procedure to con-
trol for effects of spectrotemporal structure and stimulus exposure. First,
20 sentence stimuli were divided in two stimulus sets A and B that were

assigned either to speech or SWS conditions. The assignment was coun-
terbalanced across participants. In the training session, each SWS and
speech sentence was presented five times in the AV condition only. The
SWS stimuli were preceded by the corresponding AV speech sentence in
the SWS-S, but not the SWS-N groups. On the sixth presentation, par-
ticipants typed the words they recognized from the speech or SWS sen-
tences that were successively presented in each of the three modalities (V,
A, and AV). Based on their performance, four SWS and four speech
stimuli were selected for each subject. In the SWS-S group, the SWS
stimuli were selected if all words were correctly recognized in the audi-
tory and audiovisual modalities. In the SWS-N group, SWS stimuli were
selected if none of the words was correctly recognized in any of the three
modalities. The speech stimuli were selected such that approximately
identical stimuli were presented as speech and SWS across participants to
control for stimulus effects (e.g., length, number of syllables). Partici-
pants were then further trained on this restricted set of stimuli (in the
same fashion as described above). After every fifth presentation, their
word recognition performance was evaluated for speech and SWS sen-
tences in each of the three modalities. The training for the SWS-S group
was terminated when the auditory and audiovisual SWS stimuli were
correctly recognized. To control for exposure effects across the SWS-S
and SWS-N groups, the training for the SWS-N group was terminated to
match the number of presentations and exposure duration applied in the
participants in the SWS-S group. The training session was completed
after �1 h.

This rotation of stimuli over speech and SWS conditions controlled
optimally for stimulus effects as measured by number of syllables and
length. For the SWS-S group, the average stimulus length was 2.6 s (SD,
0.14 s) for speech stimuli and 2.6 s (SD, 0.13 s) for SWS stimuli. The
average number of syllables was 5.4 (SD, 0.15) for speech stimuli and 5.4
(SD, 0.35) for SWS stimuli. For the SWS-N group, the average stimulus
length was 2.6 s (SD, 0.14 s) for speech stimuli and 2.5 s (SD, 0.08 s) for
SWS stimuli. The average number of syllables was 5.4 (SD, 0.13) for
speech stimuli and 5.5 (SD, 0.28) for SWS stimuli. Repeated measures of
ANOVAs with stimulus class (speech vs SWS) as within-subject variable
and group (SWS-S vs SWS-N) as between-subject variable were per-
formed separately for stimulus length and number of syllables. Neither of
the two ANOVAs revealed significant main effects of group or stimulus
or a significant interaction between stimulus and group, indicating that
our rotation procedure successfully controlled for stimulus confounds.

Since the rotation of stimuli did not fully ensure that identical stimuli
were presented for the SWS-S and SWS-N groups, both the behavioral
and fMRI analyses were also repeated for a subset of trials in which the
stimuli for the SWS-S and SWS-N groups were identical. In this way, we
could confirm that effects of speech intelligibility were not confounded
by changes in spectrotemporal structure.

Psychophysics experiments to evaluate participants’ SWS
comprehension (before and after fMRI study)
On the day of the fMRI study, the intelligibility of speech and SWS
stimuli in A, V, and AV conditions were evaluated three times: (1) Out-
side scanner (before and after the fMRI study), participants from the
SWS-S and SWS-N groups were presented with the four SWS and the
four speech stimuli in each of the three modalities (A, V, and AV). After
each stimulus presentation, they typed the words they recognized. (2) To
control for effects of scanner noise on stimulus intelligibility, participants
were presented with all speech and SWS stimuli in all three modalities (A,
V, and AV) while being scanned (but before the actual fMRI experi-
ment). They indicated the number of words they recognized by a five-
choice button press (max, 4; min, 0) (self-report).

For each evaluation, performance accuracy was computed as the num-
ber of words correctly recognized [typed out correctly (objective) outside
the scanner or indicated via button response (subjective) inside the scan-
ner] divided by the total number of words of the sentences.

Experimental design (fMRI study)
During the fMRI study, participants listened and viewed A, V, and AV
movies of speech and SWS. The 2 � 2 � 2 (� 2) factorial design manip-
ulated the following: (1) visual input (present, absent), (2) auditory
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input (present, absent) and (3) stimulus class
(speech, SWS) as within-participants factors,
and (4) stimulus percept (SWS-S group per-
ceived SWS as speech, SWS-N group perceived
SWS as nonspeech) as a between-participants
factor (Fig. 1). The between-subject factor (i.e.,
whether participants perceived SWS as speech
or nonspeech) was selectively manipulated by a
training session before the fMRI study. The
training session ensured that the sentences
were intelligible for the SWS-S group and un-
intelligible for the SWS-N group while control-
ling for effects of spectrotemporal structure,
number of syllables, stimulus length, stimulus
exposure, and familiarity (for further details,
see section above). Please note that speech and
SWS videos are physically identical and differ
only via the AV associative context in which
they were presented during the training and
the fMRI study; in the AV-SWS conditions, the
SWS video is always paired with an auditory
SWS stimulus.

For each subject, four SWS and four speech
stimuli were selected based on his/her word
recognition scores (from the training session
before fMRI). Stimulus intelligibility was eval-
uated before (with and without scanner noise)
and after the fMRI experiment. During the
fMRI study, each of these eight sentences was
presented 48 times in each modality (V, A,
AV), amounting to 192 presentations. The
stimuli had an average duration of 2.6 s (SD,
0.07 s) and were presented with a fixed inter-
trial interval of 0.5 s. The speech and SWS stim-
uli were presented in periods of 12 stimuli interspersed with fixation
periods of 4.8, 9.6, and 14.4 s. The stimulus modality was randomized in
an event-related fashion, and the stimulus class was manipulated across
blocks.

To maintain participants’ attention to both auditory and visual modalities
and avoid task-modulatory effects on speech perception (Hickok and Poep-
pel, 2000), participants responded to simple visual (circle), auditory (beep),
and audiovisual (circle plus beep) targets that were presented randomly in-
terspersed during each session. Approximately 18.75% of the trials were
targets. Targets were presented for 300 ms.

fMRI data acquisition
A 3T Siemens TRIO TIM MRI scanner (Siemens Medical) was used to ac-
quire both T1 structural volume images (TR/TE/TI, 2300/9.38/1100 ms; 176
slices; matrix, 256 � 240; spatial resolution, 1 � 1 � 1 mm3 voxels) and
T2*-weighted axial echo-planar images with blood oxygenation level-
dependent (BOLD) contrast (gradient-echo; TR/TE, 3200/40 ms; 40 axial
slices; acquired in ascending direction; matrix, 64 � 64; slice thickness, 2.5
mm; interslice gap, 0.5 mm; spatial resolution, 3�3�3 mm3 voxels). There
were six sessions with a total of 135 volume images per session. The first three
volumes were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects.

fMRI analysis: conventional SPM analysis
The data were analyzed with statistical parametric mapping (SPM5;
Wellcome Center for Neuroimaging, London, UK; http//www.fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Scans from each participant were realigned using the
first as a reference. The EPI images were unwarped, spatially normalized
into MNI standard space using parameters from segmentation of the T1
structural image (Ashburner and Friston, 2005), resampled to 2 � 2 � 2
mm 3 voxels, and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm
FWHM. The time series in each voxel was high-pass filtered to 1/128 Hz.
The fMRI experiment was modeled in an event-related fashion with
regressors entered into the design matrix after convolving each event-
related unit impulse (indexing sentence onset) with a canonical hemo-
dynamic response function and its first temporal derivative. In addition

to modeling the six conditions in our experiment (i.e., A, V, AV for
speech and SWS stimuli), the statistical model included two regressors
for each target type (i.e., V, A, and AV targets). Realignment parameters
were included as nuisance covariates to account for residual motion
artifacts. Condition-specific effects for each subject were estimated ac-
cording to the general linear model and passed to a second-level analysis
as contrasts. This involved creating six contrast images (i.e., each of the
six conditions relative to fixation summed over the six sessions) for each
subject and entering them into a second-level ANOVA. The ANOVA
modeled the 12 conditions (i.e., 6 conditions for the SWS-S and SWS-N
group each).

Inferences were made at the second level to allow a random-effects
analysis and inferences at the population level (Friston et al., 1995).
Unless otherwise stated, we report activations at p � 0.05 at the cluster
level corrected for multiple comparisons within the AV sentence process-
ing system (all stimuli � fixation at p � 0.05, whole-brain corrected, and
extent threshold, �850 voxels) using an auxiliary (uncorrected) voxel
threshold of p � 0.001. This auxiliary threshold defines the spatial extent
of activated clusters, which forms the basis of our (corrected) inference.

At the random effects level, we identified AV integration processes
using an interaction approach that tests for nonlinear response combi-
nations (i.e., superadditive [AV � (A�V)] and subadditive [AV �
(A�V)] AV interactions). More specifically, we identified AV interac-
tions that (1) were common to all stimulus classes, (2) differed for speech
and SWS (physical effect), and (3) differed for SWS-S and SWS-N
(perceptual effect). Significant AV interactions were characterized as
multisensory enhancement [i.e., AV � max(A,V)] or multisensory
suppression [i.e., AV � max(A,V)] by comparing the AV response to
its maximal unisensory (i.e., A or V) response. These additional tests
are not statistically independent from the interaction, yet serve in-depth
data characterization and dissociation of multiple mechanisms underly-
ing, for example, subadditive AV interactions. At a descriptive level, we
also use conjunction approaches by displaying the auditory- and visual-
selective activations (and their intersection) pertaining to the relevant
contrasts. Combining multiple complementary methodological ap-
proaches reduces the interpretational ambiguities that are associated

Figure 1. The experimental paradigm manipulated: visual input (present, absent), auditory input (present, absent), and stim-
ulus class (speech, SWS) as within-subject factors. The intelligibility of SWS were manipulated across participants by training the
SWS-S group to perceive the SWS stimuli as speech and the SWS-N group to perceive the SWS stimuli as nonspeech.
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with each approach when applied in isolation [for further methodologi-
cal discussion, see a recent chapter focusing on potential and limitations
of the various analysis approaches for identification of MSI sites (Nop-
peney, 2011)].

We dissociated the following three levels of AV integration.
AV integration regardless of spectrotemporal structure or intelligible

speech percept (common to all stimulus classes). AV integration processes
that emerge regardless of the spectrotemporal structure and the availabil-
ity of an intelligible speech percept were identified by testing for subad-
ditive (or superadditive) AV interactions that are common to all stimulus
classes.

AV integration that depends on the physical stimulus properties (different
for speech and SWS). AV integration that depends on the specific spec-

trotemporal structure of speech was identified by comparing subadditive
(resp. superadditive) AV interactions for speech and SWS. To increase
estimation efficiency, we pooled over SWS-S and SWS-N.

AV integration that depends on the intelligible speech percept (different for
SWS-S and SWS-N). AV integration that depends on the speech percept was
identified by comparing subadditive (or superadditive) AV interactions for
SWS-S and SWS-N that are identical in terms of spectrotemporal structure
(across participants) but differ in the availability of the intelligible speech

percept. This statistical comparison identified AV
integration processes where higher-order linguis-
tic representations (e.g., semantic, phonological,
syntactic) influence AV integration.

Analysis of hemispheric lateralization of A,
V, AV speech processing
To directly assess whether the reported brain
activations were lateralized, we tested for
contrast-by-hemisphere interactions. For this
purpose, the T1 structural image was seg-
mented and normalized into MNI standard
space using symmetrical tissue probability
maps that were created by averaging the SPM
tissue probability maps with their left–right
flipped version. The motion-corrected and un-
warped fMRI data were normalized into MNI
standard space using the parameters from seg-
mentation of the T1 structural image and spa-
tially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm
FWHM. The fMRI experiment was modeled
and condition-specific effects for each subject
were estimated according to the general linear
model as described above. Contrast images, to-
gether with their left–right flipped version,
were created for each subject and entered into a
second-level ANOVA. The activation peaks of
all AV interaction contrasts (reported above)
were examined in the ANOVA for an effect of
hemisphere. For complete characterization of
the data, we also investigated the lateralization
of subadditive interactions separately for
speech and SWS stimuli in the SWS-S and the
SWS-N groups (i.e., the lateralization of the
subadditive interactions that are shown in
Fig. 3A).

fMRI analysis: dynamic causal modeling
For each subject, three dynamic causal models
(DCMs) were constructed. Each DCM in-
cluded three regions: (1) left posterior superior
temporal sulcus/gyrus (pSTS/STG) (x � �52,
y � �46, z � �20) showing AV interactions
common to all stimulus classes as the input
region for auditory and visual inputs, (2) left
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) (x � �46, y �
�18, z � �12) showing an AV interaction that
differs for SWS and speech, (3) left anterior
mid-STS (aSTS) (x � �52, y � �16, z � �6)

exhibiting an AV interaction that depends on an intelligible speech per-
cept. In all three models, visual (V plus AV) and auditory (A plus AV)
speech and SWS stimuli entered as extrinsic inputs to pSTS/STG as the
input region. The timings of the onsets were individually adjusted for
each region to match the specific time of slice acquisition (Kiebel et al.,
2007). The three DCMs manipulated the intrinsic and modulatory con-
nectivity structure that connects the three regions (for the candidate
DCMs, see Fig. 8 A). Model 1 conforms to a serial processing structure
with bidirectional connections from pSTS/STG to aSTS, and from aSTS
to IFG. Both connections allow for modulatory effects of sensory modal-
ity (e.g., visual modality) and stimulus class (e.g., speech). Model 2 con-
forms to a parallel processing structure with bidirectional connections

Figure 2. Bar plots representing percentage word recognized (across participants’ mean � SEM) in the visual (light gray),
auditory (dark gray), and audiovisual conditions (black), separately for speech (left) and SWS-S perceived as speech (middle) and
SWS-N perceived as nonspeech (right). A, Before fMRI experiment, outside scanner. B, Before fMRI experiment, inside scanner
(self-report). C, After fMRI experiment, outside scanner. The asterisks indicate significance of direct comparisons at *p � 0.05 and
**p � 0.001, corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm–Bonferroni method (Holm, 1979).

Table 1. Performance accuracy and reaction times of visual, auditory, and
audiovisual targets for the SWS-S and SWS-N groups

SWS-S group SWS-N group

V A AV V A AV

Performanceaccuracy 98.3 (1.2) 98.3 (1.2) 99.4 (0.6) 99.2 (0.5) 98.9 (0.5) 99.7 (0.3)
Reaction times (s) 0.71 (0.15) 0.69 (0.19) 0.61 (0.15) 0.73 (0.13) 0.69 (0.18) 0.63 (0.16)

Values represent across participants’ mean � SEM.
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from pSTS/STG to aSTS (ventral stream), and pSTS/STG to IFG (dorsal
stream). Again, both connections allow for modulatory effects of sensory
modality (e.g., visual modality) and stimulus class (e.g., speech). Model 3
extends model 2 by including additional bidirectional connections be-
tween aSTS and IFG. In addition, in all models, we modeled the AV
interaction by allowing AV stimuli to change the self-modulatory con-
nections in the three areas jointly (e.g., pSTS/STG) or separately for
speech and SWS (e.g., aSTS). It may be desirable to specify DCMs with
many more regions both in the left and right hemispheres. However,
since the regional effects of speech percept and physical structure were
observed only in the left hemisphere, we limited our analysis to models
including only left-hemispheric regions. This is because the aim of DCM
is to investigate how regionally specific effects emerge from interactions
among brain areas, and therefore it is not advised to select brain regions
that do not show significant activations (Stephan et al., 2010). Further-
more, given the complexity of our experimental design, we limited our
analysis to address primarily one central question in speech perception.
We asked whether speech processing follows a serial or parallel process-
ing structure in the left hemisphere. Future studies with a simpler exper-
imental design are needed to extend this left hemispheric processing
model to a more complete model integrating both hemispheres. Specif-
ically, in these more extensive DCMs one may then also investigate lat-
eralization effects in terms of connection strength and how speech
perception emerges from interactions between the two hemispheres.

The left-hemispheric regions in our DCM were selected using the
regional subcluster maxima of the relevant contrasts from our whole-
brain random-effects analysis. Region-specific time series (concatenated
over the six runs and adjusted for confounds) comprised the first eigen-
variate of all voxels within a sphere of 4 mm 3 radius centered on the peak
subcluster voxel from each anatomical region as identified by the relevant
second level contrast (or directly adjacent to the peak voxel if it was on the
subcluster border).

Bayesian model comparison
To determine the most likely of the three DCMs given the observed data
from all subjects, we implemented fixed- and random-effects group anal-
yses (Penny et al., 2004, 2010). The fixed-effects group analysis was im-
plemented by taking the product of the subject-specific Bayes factors
over subjects (this is equivalent to the exponentiated sum of the log
model evidences of each subject-specific DCM) (Kass and Raftery, 1995;

Penny et al., 2004). Since the fixed-effects group analysis can be distorted
by outlier subjects, Bayesian model selection was also implemented in a
random-effects group analysis using a hierarchical Bayesian model that
estimates the parameters of a Dirichlet distribution over the probabilities
of all models considered. To characterize our Bayesian model selection
results at the random-effects level, we report (1) the expectation of the
posterior probability (i.e., the expected likelihood of obtaining the kth
model for any randomly selected subject) and (2) the exceedance prob-
ability of one model being more likely than any other model tested
(Penny et al., 2010). The exceedance probability quantifies our belief
about the posterior probability that is itself a random variable. Thus, in
contrast to the expected posterior probability, the exceedance probability
also depends on the confidence in the posterior probability. Model com-
parison and statistical analysis of connectivity parameters of the optimal
model enabled us to dissociate serial and parallel (i.e., dorsal vs ventral)
model structures for speech and SWS processing.

For the optimal model, the subject-specific modulatory, extrinsic, and
intrinsic connection strengths were entered into t tests at the group level
separately for the SWS-S and SWS-N groups. This allowed us to summa-
rize the consistent findings from the subject-specific DCMs using classi-
cal statistics separately for each groups.

We then investigated whether SWS-S and SWS-N groups use the neu-
ral systems differently by comparing the connectivity parameters be-
tween the SWS-S and SWS-N groups. This across-group comparison
allowed us to determine how the prior SWS intelligibility training
changes coupling among brain regions.

Results
Behavioral results
Target detection task performance
Table 1 displays performance accuracy and reaction times (across
participants’ mean � SEM) for the SWS-S and SWS-N groups in
the target detection task. A repeated-measures ANOVA on per-
formance accuracy with modality (V, A, AV) as within-subject
factor and group (SWS-S group, SWS-N group) as between-
subject factor revealed a significant main effect of modality
(F(1.98,55.5) � 3.49; p � 0.05), no effect of group (F(1,28) � 1; n.s.),
and no interaction (F(1.98,55.5) � 1; n.s.). Post hoc paired-samples

Figure 3. A, Subadditive AV interactions, separately for speech (top row) and SWS (middle row) in the SWS-S (left) and SWS-N (right) groups are rendered on a flattened surface template brain.
Height threshold: p � 0.001, uncorrected, and extent threshold, �100 voxels, and inclusively masked with all stimuli � fixation at p � 0.001, uncorrected, for illustration purposes. B, Subadditive
AV interactions that are enhanced for speech � SWS, separately for the SWS-S and SWS-N groups are rendered on a flattened surface template brain. Height threshold, p � 0.05, uncorrected, and
extent threshold, �150 voxels for illustration purposes, and inclusively masked with all stimuli � fixation at p � 0.001, uncorrected.
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t tests indicated that participants were more accurate for AV tar-
gets compared with auditory (t(29) � 2.47; p � 0.05) or visual
targets (t(29) � 2.21; p � 0.05). Likewise, a repeated-measures
ANOVA on reaction times with modality (V, A, AV) as within-
subject factor and group (SWS-S group, SWS-N group) as
between-subject factor also revealed a significant main effect of
modality (F(1.65,46.2) � 35.1; p � 0.001), no effect of group (F(1,28)

� 1; n.s.), and no interaction (F(1.65,46.2) � 1; n.s.). Post hoc
paired-samples t tests indicated that participants responded to
AV targets faster compared with auditory (t(29) � 6.33; p � 0.001)

or visual targets (t(29) � 9.68; p � 0.001).
Collectively, the results demonstrate that
participants equally attended to both vi-
sual and auditory modalities and bene-
fited from integrating inputs from
multiple modalities.

Evaluation of intelligibility of speech and
SWS sentences
Figure 2 displays percentage words cor-
rectly recognized (across participants’
mean � SEM) for speech and SWS stimuli
(1) before (outside the scanner), (2) be-
fore (inside the scanner; self-report), and
(3) after the fMRI experiment (outside the
scanner) in V, A, and AV modalities. Sig-
nificant correlations were obtained in all
conditions between participants’ subjec-
tive self-report inside the scanner and
their objective word recognition scores
outside the scanner before and after the
fMRI study (p � 0.001) indicating that
their self-report can be used as a reliable
estimate of their SWS sentence compre-
hension during scanning.

Arepeated-measuresANOVAonpercent-
agewordsrecognizedwithtest(beforeoutside,
after outside), modality (V, A, AV), and stim-
ulus class (speech, SWS) as within-subject fac-
torsandgroup(SWS-Sgroup,SWS-Ngroup)
as between-subject factor revealed significant
main effects of group (F(1,28) � 622.2; p �
0.001), stimulus class (F(1.0,28.0) � 374.9;
p � 0.001), and modality (F(1.03,28.9) � 49.7;
p � 0.001). Interactions were observed be-
tween (1) stimulus class and modality
(F(1.03,28.9) � 30.7; p � 0.001) and (2) stim-
ulus class and group (F(1.0,28.0) � 546.4;
p � 0.001) indicating that our training pro-
cedure selectively manipulated the intelligi-
bility of SWS stimuli. Only the SWS-S group
was able to comprehend SWS stimuli. The
absence of a main effect of time (F(1,28) � 1;
n.s.) demonstrates that sentence intelligibil-
ity was consistent across the entire study.
None of the other interactions was
significant.

Similarly, a repeated-measures ANOVA
on percentage words recognized limited
to participants’ subjective report inside
the scanner (i.e., with scanner noise pres-
ent) with modality (V, A, AV) and stimu-
lus class (speech, SWS) as within-subject
factors and group (SWS-S group, SWS-N

group) as between-subject factor revealed significant main effects
of group (F(1,28) � 149.0; p � 0.001), stimulus class (F(1.0,28.0) �
226.1; p � 0.001), and modality (F(1.23,34.4) � 74.1; p � 0.001).
Interactions were observed between (1) stimulus class and mo-
dality (F(1.21,33.8) � 36.6; p � 0.001) and (2) stimulus class and
group (F(1.0,28.0) � 268.1; p � 0.001), indicating that our training
procedure selectively manipulated the intelligibility of SWS stim-
uli even in the presence of scanner noise. In addition, a trend
toward a significant three- way interaction between stimulus

Figure 4. AV integration common to all stimulus classes. A, Activations pertaining to visual (red) and auditory (blue) stimuli �
fixation (i), and subadditive AV interactions (yellow) (ii) that are common to all stimulus classes are rendered on a template brain.
Height threshold, p � 0.001, uncorrected, and extent threshold, �100 voxels, and inclusively masked with all stimuli � fixation
at p � 0.001, uncorrected, for illustration purposes. B, Left, Subadditive AV interactions are displayed on coronal slices of a
normalized structural image (averaged across participants). Height threshold, p � 0.001, uncorrected, and extent threshold,
�100 voxels, and inclusively masked with all stimuli � fixation at p � 0.001, uncorrected, for illustration purposes. Right,
Parameter estimates (across participants’ mean � SEM) for V, A, and AV conditions of speech, SWS-S, and SWS-N at a given
coordinate. Z scores pertain to AV � max(A, V). †n.b., Parameter estimates of speech conditions were averaged across SWS-S and
SWS-N groups.
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class, modality, and group (F(1.21,33.8) � 3.62; p � 0.06) was ob-
served. The group by modality interaction was not significant
(F(1.23,34.4) � 1; n.s.). Hence, these results based on participants’
subjective report inside the scanner are again consistent with
their objective word recognition performance outside the
scanner.

For completeness, the behavioral profile was basically equiv-
alent when constraining the analysis to only those SWS trials that
were matched across the SWS-S and SWS-N groups (i.e., main
effects and interactions were replicated in this analysis).

fMRI results: conventional SPM analysis
Using an interaction analysis, we identified AV integration pro-
cesses that (1) are common to all stimulus classes, depend on (2)
spectrotemporal structure or (3) on participants’ speech percept.
We further characterized the response profile in each region ac-
cording to the magnitude of the AV response relative to the max-
imal unisensory response (i.e., multisensory enhancement vs
suppression). Figure 3 shows AV interactions separately for
speech and SWS in the SWS-S and SWS-N groups. For all stim-
ulus classes, we observed only subadditive (but no superadditive)
AV interactions.

AV integration regardless of spectrotemporal structure and
intelligible speech percept (common to all stimulus classes)
Subadditive AV interactions common to speech, SWS-S, and
SWS-N were observed in bilateral posterior STS/STG and left
inferior frontal sulcus (IFS)/IFG (BA 44) (Figs. 4Aii, 7; Table 2).
The left posterior STS/STG was only marginally significant at the
statistical threshold of 0.07 using the very stringent and overly
conservative conjunction null conjunction analysis (Friston et
al., 2005). As shown in the parameter estimate plots, the AV
response was suppressed relative to the maximal unisensory vi-
sual response in left IFS/IFG but not in bilateral posterior STS/
STG (Fig. 4B). In line with recent neuroimaging studies
(Beauchamp et al., 2004; Wallace et al., 2004; Dahl et al., 2009)
showing multisensory integration in the transition zones be-
tween unisensory cortical domains, AV interactions in the poste-
rior STS/STG were located in the intersection of auditory and
visual activations relative to fixation (Fig. 4Ai). Thus, both inter-
action and conjunction analyses revealed convergent results in
the posterior STG.

Since a subset of previous neurophysiological and fMRI stud-
ies have also reported AV integration processes in primary sen-

sory cortices and subcortical structures, we also characterized the
response properties selectively in those structures that were iden-
tified based on anatomical landmarks. Neither of those structures
integrated sensory inputs in superadditive or subadditive AV in-
teractions. Instead, the primary auditory cortex was selective for
auditory inputs with equal responses to A or AV signals (i.e., no
response enhancement or suppression either). This is consistent
with our recent study demonstrating BOLD superadditive AV
interactions only for stimulus transients but not for sustained
stimulation (as by our 3–5 s sentences that were organized in
blocks) (Werner and Noppeney, 2011).

Similarly, the superior colliculi showed additive response
combinations. Yet, here, the AV response was enhanced relative
to the unisensory A or V response. This response profile accords
with the neurophysiological findings showing enhancement in
superior colliculus (Meredith and Stein, 1983). Since our fMRI
acquisition parameters were not optimized for subcortical pro-
cesses, our discussion focuses on AV integration observed at the
cortical level.

For completeness, we did not observe any superadditive AV
interactions within the AV sentence processing system. This lack
of superadditive responses most likely results from several fac-
tors: First, to maximize the perceptual difference between SWS-S
and SWS-N stimuli, we did not degrade the speech stimuli. Ac-
cording to the principle of inverse effectiveness, the probability of
superadditivity and response enhancement decreases with stim-
ulus reliability and efficacy (Stein and Meredith, 1993; Stein et al.,
2009; Stevenson and James, 2009; Werner and Noppeney,
2010a,b). In particular, a recent fMRI study demonstrated that
AV interactions in STS for speech are primarily subadditive for
high signal-to-noise ratio (Stevenson and James, 2009). Second,
we presented continuous speech (blocks of sentences) rather than
brief stimulus transients, while superadditive responses at the
level of the BOLD response were primarily observed for rapid
stimulus transients possibly mediating low-level stimulus sa-
lience effects (Werner and Noppeney, 2010a, 2011).

AV integration that depends on the physical stimulus properties
(different for speech and SWS)
Subadditive AV interactions that were increased for speech rela-
tive to SWS were observed in left mid STS/middle temporal gyrus
and the pars opercularis of left IFG (BA 44/45) (Figs. 5Aii, 7;
Table 2). Interestingly, AV integration selective for speech rela-
tive to SWS were again located in the intersection of speech-

Table 2. Summary of subadditive AV interactions that are (1) common to all stimulus classes, depend on (2) the physical stimulus properties or (3) the intelligible speech
percept

MNI coordinates

Brain regions x y z Cluster size p value Z score (peak) Z scorea

Conjunction across subadditive AV interactions of all stimulus classes
(A � V) � AV 	speech in SWS-S group
 � 	speech in SWS-N group
 � 	SWS-S
 � 	SWS-N


Right posterior superior temporal sulcus/gyrus 52 �40 10 1186 �0.001 5.3 —
60 �38 6 5.1 —
44 �36 4 4.7 3.1
52 �30 2 4.6 3.2

Left inferior frontal sulcus/gyrus �40 14 22 154 0.03 4.4 —
Subadditive AV interactions that depend on the physical stimulus properties (speech � SWS-S and SWS-N)

(A � V) � AV 	speech in SWS-S group
 � 	speech in SWS-N group
 � 	SWS-S
 � 	SWS-N


Left mid superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus �52 �38 2 323 0.001 4.3 2.2
Left inferior frontal gyrus �46 18 12 256 0.004 4.0 2.6

Subadditive AV interactions that depend on the intelligibility of speech percept (SWS-S � SWS-N)
(A � V) � AV 	SWS-S
 � 	SWS-N


Left anterior mid-superior temporal sulcus �52 �16 �6 153 0.03 4.5 —
aZ scores pertaining to the lateralization of each effect (i.e. the three-way interaction of hemisphere by subadditive interaction contrast); height threshold, p � 0.05, uncorrected.
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selective auditory and visual activations in the left mid-STS (Fig.
5Ai). In left IFG, the AV response was strongly suppressed relative
to the maximal unisensory visual response during the speech
condition, but comparable with the maximal unisensory visual
response during the SWS conditions (Fig. 5B). As shown in Fig-
ure 5Bii, the gradual transition from a suppressive profile for
speech and to a nearly additive profile for SWS-N resulted from
two factors: (1) Visual facial movements alone elicited the great-
est response if they had previously been paired with auditory

speech. In other words, the visual re-
sponse is greatest for the natural visual
speech. (2) Auditory speech was most
potent in suppressing visual evoked re-
sponses. Hence, during the natural speech
condition, the strong response to a visual
facial movement is completely suppressed
by a concurrent natural auditory speech
stimulus resulting in a suppressive AV in-
teraction for the speech stimulus (Fig.
5Bii). In contrast, the smaller visual re-
sponse to SWS-N paired with facial move-
ments were not suppressed by auditory
SWS-N.

For completeness, no subadditive AV
interactions that were increased for SWS
relative to speech were observed.

AV integration that depends on the
intelligible speech percept (different for
SWS-S and SWS-N)
Increased subadditive AV interactions for
SWS-S relative to SWS-N were observed in
left middle STS, anterior to the left mid-STS
region where the AV integration profile de-
pended on spectrotemporal structure (Figs.
6A, 7; Table 2). This left anterior mid-STS
region showed a suppressive AV interaction
profile for SWS-S and speech, and a multi-
sensory enhancement for SWS-N (Fig. 6B).
These results suggest that the availability
of the intelligible speech percept determines
the mode of integration within left anterior
mid-STS. As a consequence of our initial
stimulus selection procedure, one may ar-
gue that the differences may not be caused
by changes in speech percept alone, but
by spectrotemporal differences between
SWS-S and SWS-N. To ensure that changes
in AV interaction profile in left anterior
mid-STS are indeed due to subject’s percept,
we performed additional first- and second-
level analyses that separately modeled the
sentences that were matched (identical) and
unmatched for the SWS-S and SWS-N
groups. Limiting the statistical comparison
only to the matched (i.e., identical stimuli
presented equally often in SWS-S and
SWS-N groups) basically replicated the ef-
fect in left anterior mid-STS at (x � �52,
y � �14, z � �6; Z score � 3.2) at a lower
level of statistical significance. In other
words, when we included only identical sen-
tences in the SWS-N and SWS-S conditions,
we equally observed the significant modula-

tion of the AV interaction profile by group. Even more convincingly,
the interaction profile again changed from a suppressive profile for
SWS-S to an additive profile for SWS-N. This suggests that the lower
statistical significance when including only the matched trials
results from a reduction in estimation efficiency because of the
lower number of trials and the correlations between the
matched and unmatched regressors. Collectively, these results
demonstrate that AV integration in left anterior mid-STS is

Figure 5. AV integration that depends on the physical stimulus properties. A, Activations pertaining to visual (red) and auditory
(blue) speech � SWS (i), and subadditive AV interactions (yellow) (ii) that are enhanced for speech � SWS are rendered on a
template brain. Height threshold, p � 0.001, uncorrected, and extent threshold, �100 voxels, and inclusively masked with all
stimuli � fixation at p � 0.001, uncorrected, for illustration purposes. B, Left, Subadditive AV interactions are displayed on
coronal slices of a normalized structural image (averaged across participants). Height threshold, p � 0.001, uncorrected, and
extent threshold, �100 voxels, and inclusively masked with all stimuli � fixation at p � 0.001, uncorrected, for illustration
purposes. Right, Parameter estimates (across participants’ mean � SEM) for V, A, and AV conditions of speech, SWS-S, and SWS-N
at a given coordinate. Z scores pertain to AV � max(A,V). †n.b., Parameter estimates of speech conditions were averaged across
SWS-S and SWS-N groups.
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indeed modulated by speech intelli-
gibility regardless of spectrotemporal
structure.

For completeness, no subadditive AV
interactions that were increased for
SWS-S relative to SWS-N were observed.

Hemispheric lateralization of
fMRI activations
First, we examined the activation peaks of all
AV interaction contrasts (reported above)
for potential hemisphere by contrast inter-
actions. The Z scores for each hemisphere
by contrast interaction are added as an ad-
ditional column in Table 2. In brief, at an
uncorrected level of statistical significance, the
conjunction across subadditive AV interac-
tions was right-lateralized in the posterior
STS/STG,butleft-lateralizedintheIFS/IFG.In
contrast, the difference in subadditivity for
speech versus SWS (i.e., the physical effects
on AV integration) was left-lateralized in
both frontal and temporal cortices. Finally,
the difference in subadditivity for SWS-S
versus SWS-N was not significantly lateral-
ized. However, since we did not observe any
significant effect of speech intelligibility on
AV integration in the right hemisphere, we
will still refer to the activation as located in
the left anterior mid-STS [nota bene (n.b.),
this labeling does not imply any significant
lateralization].

Second, we investigated the lateralization
of subadditive AV interactions separately for
speech and SWS stimuli in the SWS-S and
the SWS-N groups (i.e., the lateralization of
the subadditive AV interactions that are
shown in Fig. 3A) (Table 3). In brief, as in-
dicated in the conjunction analysis, this
analysis confirmed that the subadditive AV
interactions in the posterior mid-STS were
right-lateralized independently for speech stimuli in both groups,
SWS-S and SWS-N stimuli. A more posterior STS region showed
left-lateralized subadditive AV interactions selectively for speech
stimuli (primarily in the SWS-N group). In contrast, speech and
SWS stimuli induced left-lateralized activations in non-overlapping
subregions of the IFG.

fMRI results: DCM
Figure 8B shows the model comparison results for the three
DCMs from the fixed-effects group (left) and the random-effects
analysis (right). Both analyses demonstrate that model 3 is the
optimal model among the three models tested both in the SWS-N
and SWS-S groups. The exceedance probability of model 3 being
more likely than any other model tested was 0.88 for SWS-N
group and 0.86 for SWS-S group. Similarly, in both groups, the
second best model was model 2. Hence our DCM results provide
strong evidence for a parallel or dual stream model, where speech
and SWS stimuli are processed along both the ventral (pSTS/
STG-aSTS) and dorsal (pSTS/STG-IFG) streams. Despite being
more complex (plus two additional parameters) than the other
two models, model 3 even outperforms model 2 suggesting that
dorsal and ventral streams do not process the information inde-

pendently, but in an interactive fashion with both streams con-
verging in IFG in line with several current models of speech
processing (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Rauschecker and Scott,
2009).

Figure 6. AV integration that depends on the intelligible speech percept. A, Activations pertaining to visual (red) and auditory (blue)
SWS-S�SWS-N(i),andsubadditiveAVinteractions(yellow)(ii) thatareenhancedforSWS-S�SWS-Narerenderedonatemplatebrain.
Height threshold, p � 0.001, uncorrected, and extent threshold, �100 voxels, and inclusively masked with all stimuli � fixation at p �
0.001, uncorrected, for illustration purposes. B, Left, Subadditive AV interactions are displayed on coronal slices of a normalized structural
image (averaged across participants). Height threshold, p � 0.001, uncorrected, and extent threshold, �100 voxels, and inclusively
masked with all stimuli � fixation at p � 0.001, uncorrected, for illustration purposes. Right, Parameter estimates (across participants’
mean � SEM) for V, A, and AV conditions of speech, SWS-S, and SWS-N at a given coordinate. Z scores pertain to AV � max(A,V). †n.b.,
Parameter estimates of speech conditions were averaged across SWS-S and SWS-N groups.

Figure 7. Subadditive AV interactions that are common to all stimulus classes (magenta),
depend on the physical stimulus properties (cyan), and the intelligible speech percept (yellow)
are rendered on a flattened surface of a template brain. Height threshold, p � 0.001, uncor-
rected, and extent threshold, �100 voxels, and inclusively masked with all stimuli � fixation
at p � 0.001, uncorrected, for illustration purposes.
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Figure 8. A, The three candidate DCMs manipulating the intrinsic connectivity structure. i, Model 1 conforms to a serial processing structure. ii, Model 2 conforms to a parallel processing structure
encompassing a ventral and a dorsal stream. iii, Model 3 extends model 2 by adding bidirectional connections between aSTS and IFG. B, Bayesian model comparisons for each of the three DCMs in
the SWS-N (i) and SWS-S (ii) groups using a fixed- and random-effects group analyses. In both groups, model 3 shows the highest log model evidence, expected posterior probability and exceedance
probability. C, The optimal model 3 for the SWS-N group (i) and the SWS-S group (ii). The numbers are across participants’ mean � SEM of intrinsic, extrinsic, and modulatory connection strengths
[solid lines indicate significance at p � 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons using the Holm–Bonferroni method (Holm, 1979)].

Table 3. Summary of lateralization of subadditive AV interactions for each stimulus class in each group (i.e. three-way interaction of subadditive interaction by
hemisphere)

MNI coordinates

Brain regions x y z Cluster size p valuea Z score (peak)

Subadditive AV interaction for speech in SWS-S group
(A � V) � AV 	speech in SWS-S group


Right mid superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus 44 �28 �2 400 �0.001 5.8
Left posterior superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus �54 �56 10 104 0.05 3.9
Left inferior frontal gyrus �48 34 �2 26 n.s. 4.5

Subadditive AV interaction for speech in SWS-N group
(A � V) � AV 	speech in SWS-N group


Right mid superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus 44 �34 4 91 0.064 4.0
Left inferior frontal gyrus �44 24 22 408 �0.001 5.4

�52 12 6 4.8
Subadditive AV interaction for SWS in SWS-S group

(A � V) � AV 	SWS-S


Right mid superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus 42 �30 �2 487 �0.001 6.0
Left supramarginal gyrus �48 �36 26 138 0.02 5.0
Left inferior frontal gyrus �48 12 14 111 0.04 4.7

Subadditive AV interaction for SWN in SWS-N group
(A � V) � AV 	SWS-N


Right mid superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus 40 �34 2 818 �0.001 5.9
40 �38 6 5.8
40 �30 �4 5.4
56 �40 2 5.1

aValue of p corrected at cluster level for multiple comparisons within all voxels activated for stimuli (averaged across flipped and unflipped)� fixation (height threshold, p �0.05, whole-brain corrected, and extent threshold,�850 voxels).

n.s., Nonsignificant (when corrected at the cluster level).
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Figure 8C shows the changes in connection strength for the op-
timal model 3 in the SWS-S and SWS-N groups. The numbers by the
intrinsic connections index the influence that one region exerts over
another (i.e., responsiveness of the target region to activity in the
source region). The numbers by the modulatory effects index the
change in coupling induced by stimulus class (e.g., speech vs SWS)
or modality (e.g., auditory vs visual). Furthermore, the self-
connections are modulated by AV integration. All numbers reflect
coupling strengths or changes in coupling averaged across partici-
pants (mean � SEM). In line with the predominant role of the tem-
poral cortices in speech recognition, the ventral stream (i.e., the
connections between pSTS/STG and aSTS) exceeds in strength the
dorsal pathway between pSTS/STG and IFG (SWS-N: t(14) � 2.3,
p � 0.05; SWS-S: t(14) � 2.8, p � 0.05).

Finally, we compared the DCM connectivity across the SWS-S
and SWS-N groups in multivariate ANOVAs separately for the
intrinsic and modulatory connections. The intrinsic connectivity
showed a marginally significant difference across the two groups
(p � 0.08). Post hoc testing demonstrated that the forward con-
nections from pSTS/STG to aSTS were significantly stronger in
the SWS-S group than in the SWS-N group (t(28) � 2.78; p �
0.05). In contrast, the modulatory connections did not differ
across the two groups (p � 0.24). These results suggest that
SWS-S training increases the coupling between posterior and an-
terior STS areas leading to enhanced SWS intelligibility.

Discussion
Face-to-face communication challenges the human brain to in-
tegrate information from auditory and visual senses with higher-
order linguistic representations (van Wassenhove et al., 2005).
Despite recent suggestions that regions within the STS may be
specialized for AV speech perception (Stevenson and James,
2009; Hertrich et al., 2011), it is unclear whether differences be-
tween speech and other stimulus classes result from differences in
spectrotemporal structure or higher-order linguistic representa-
tions associated with an intelligible speech percept. Our func-
tional imaging and effective connectivity (DCM) results suggest
that AV speech comprehension emerges in an interactive process
with the integration of auditory and visual signals being progres-
sively constrained by stimulus intelligibility along the STS and
spectrotemporal structure and articulatory representations in a
fronto-temporal circuitry.

Bilateral posterior STS/STG showed an AV integration profile
common to all stimulus classes regardless of their spectrotempo-
ral structure or speech intelligibility (Wright et al., 2003; Beau-
champ et al., 2004, 2008; van Atteveldt et al., 2004; Amedi et al.,
2005; Barraclough et al., 2005; Beauchamp, 2005; Miller and
D’Esposito, 2005; Ghazanfar et al., 2008, 2010; Arnal et al., 2009;
Szycik et al., 2009; Werner and Noppeney, 2010b). More specif-
ically, the bilateral posterior STS/STG responded equally to A, V,
and AV inputs leading to subadditive AV interactions. This sub-
additive response profile could be caused by nonlinearities of the
BOLD response. Alternatively, it may simply reflect amodal
higher-order processes that are commonly engaged for all stim-
ulus classes. In other words, information from different senses
may have already converged in other areas and STS performs
higher-order processing on the A, V, or integrated AV represen-
tations. While our study cannot unambiguously implicate the
posterior STS/STG in multisensory integration, the specific ana-
tomical location argues for a “true” multisensory mechanism at
the neural level. Thus, the AV integration effect was observed
selectively in the transition zones between visual and auditory
dominant systems (see intersection in Fig. 4Ai) that may be ide-

ally suited to integrate inputs from multiple senses based on the-
oretical considerations and recent neuroimaging evidence
(Beauchamp et al., 2004; Wallace et al., 2004; Dahl et al., 2009).

In contrast, left IFG and left mid-STS formed a circuitry that
integrated AV inputs depending on spectrotemporal and percep-
tual factors. The left IFG [more specifically, left ventral premotor
cortex (BA44)] forms part of the mirror neuron system (Nelissen
et al., 2005; Petrides et al., 2005) that responds, when participants
make or observe a particular action (Rizzolatti and Craighero,
2004; Fadiga et al., 2005) or perceive sounds produced by that
action (Kohler et al., 2002). We demonstrate that left IFG (BA44)
primarily responded to visual facial movements rather than the
corresponding auditory speech (Skipper et al., 2005). Interest-
ingly, the BOLD response elicited by “visual” facial movements
was modulated by prior cross-modal learning (Gonzalo et al.,
2000; von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006). It was maximal for facial
movements that had been paired with auditory speech during the
training and minimal for those paired with unintelligible SWS
(Fig. 5). Thus, prior cross-modal exposure to AV speech may
induce associations between facial movements and articulatory
patterns that amplify the “mirror neuron” response in left IFG to
facial movements even when presented alone. This response en-
hancement is not purely a visual speech intelligibility effect, since
speech recognition performance was increased for SWS-S relative
to speech. Conversely, auditory speech is the most effective stim-
ulus in suppressing left IFG response in visual speech during AV
integration. These two factors [i.e., (1) facial movements alone
elicit the greatest response when previously paired with auditory
speech, and (2) auditory speech is the most potent stimulus in
suppressing visual evoked responses] generate a gradual change
in AV integration profile in left IFG (and to some degree in mid-
STS) from nearly additive in the SWS-N condition to suppressive
AV interactions in the speech condition (Fig. 5B). The suppres-
sive integration profile for AV speech cannot be attributed to a
saturation of the BOLD response. Instead, it indexes nonlinearities at
the neural level and is consistent with recent neurophysiological re-
ports of suppressive AV interactions in the ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex (Sugihara et al., 2006). Hence the AV integration profile (i.e.,
whether it is suppressive or additive) in this left fronto-temporal
circuitry is determined by the spectrotemporal structure of the
signals and prior cross-modal training that enables articulatory
and higher-order linguistic (e.g., phonological) representations.
Recent studies of the McGurk effect have similarly shown that the
left inferior frontal cortex codes participants’ integrated AV
McGurk percept (“da”) rather than its visual (“ga”) or auditory
(“ba”) constituents (Hasson et al., 2007; Skipper et al., 2007).
Collectively, these results may suggest that the fronto-temporal
circuitry integrates auditory and visual inputs into a speech per-
cept guided by prior articulatory-gestural representations. How-
ever, since the present study did not selectively manipulate the
availability of articulatory movements, this perception-action/
production loop perspective is only one tentative interpretation.
Alternatively, the left prefrontal cortex may play a more general
role in categorically integrating sensory inputs from environ-
mentally relevant stimuli such as speech and matched facial
movements onto phonological categories (Werner and Nop-
peney, 2010a). Finally, given the low temporal resolution of
fMRI, we cannot fully exclude the possibility that left IFG re-
trieves and processes already integrated AV information fur-
nished by posterior STS/STG that exhibits a similar activation
profile (Sugihara et al., 2006). Future studies combining M/EEG
and DCM may enable us to disentangle these different interpre-
tational perspectives.
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In left anterior mid-STS, the AV integration profile depended
only on participants’ percept (i.e., speech intelligibility regardless
of spectrotemporal structure). While both speech and intelligible
SWS-S showed subadditive (with a trend toward suppressive) AV
interaction profiles, sensory inputs were integrated with an AV
enhancement during the SWS-N condition. This invariance of
the AV integration profile to physical stimulus features in the
anterior portion of left mid-STS converges with previous findings
in the auditory domain (Binder et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2000;
Davis and Johnsrude, 2003; Davis et al., 2007). In particular,
Davis and Johnsrude (2003) demonstrated that anterior tempo-
ral areas responded to higher-order linguistic information and
intelligible speech stimuli regardless of their specific auditory
form. Anterior temporal areas have also been shown to be acti-
vated by both written and spoken words indicating a role in
amodal lexical and semantic access (Spitsyna et al., 2006). Our
study demonstrates that higher-order linguistic information does
not only converge but is integrated in these anterior areas as a
function of stimulus intelligibility. The change in AV integration
profile from response suppression to enhancement follows the
principle of inverse effectiveness, whereby less effective inputs are
combined with response enhancement and more effective inputs
with response suppression (Stein and Meredith, 1993; Stein et al.,
2009; Stevenson and James, 2009; Werner and Noppeney,
2010a,b). In line with the neural mechanisms invoked for prim-
ing (Dolan et al., 1997; Henson et al., 2000), the response sup-
pression and enhancement in AV integration may serve two
distinct aims: If a speech or a SWS stimulus can be easily recog-
nized in at least one (e.g., auditory) modality alone, the suppres-
sive AV interactions may reflect more efficient and faster
processing. Conversely, if neither of the unisensory signals can be
recognized when presented alone as in the case of SWS-N, AV
integration may enable the emergence of intelligible-like speech
representations. Even though the word recognition rate as mea-
sured inside the scanner increased for AV relative to either uni-
sensory condition only nonsignificantly, it is conceivable that
intelligible word fragments may elicit speech-like processing (for
a similar argument, see Noesselt et al., 2010; Noppeney et al.,
2010; Werner and Noppeney, 2010a). This integration profile
extends current theories of auditory speech perception to the
audiovisual domain (Scott et al., 2000; Davis and Johnsrude,
2003; Scott and Johnsrude, 2003; Poeppel et al., 2008; Petkov et
al., 2009; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009) and suggests that left
anterior mid-STS may integrate auditory and visual signals into
an intelligible speech percept.

In conclusion, our results suggest that both bottom-up spec-
trotemporal inputs and the availability of top-down linguistic
(and articulatory) representations shape the neural processes un-
derlying AV integration in speech perception (Davis and John-
srude, 2007; Friston, 2009, 2010). AV speech comprehension
emerges in an interactive process with integration of auditory and
visual signals being progressively constrained by stimulus intelli-
gibility along the STS and spectrotemporal structure and famil-
iarity within a fronto-temporal circuitry. Indeed, our DCM
results provided strong evidence for a parallel processing model
encompassing a ventral stream from pSTS/STG to aSTS and a
dorsal stream from pSTS/STG to IFG that interactively engage in
AV speech integration. Brief prior AV training modified the func-
tional coupling within the network of these three key players and
increased the strength of the forward connection from pSTS/STG
to aSTS. Furthermore, it dramatically altered the responses to
identical visual signals and their AV interaction profile (suppres-
sive vs additive) by which they are being integrated.

How do our results speak to the initially posed question
whether audiovisual integration of speech is special? Brain re-
gions and systems may have evolved specialized for (1) integrat-
ing complex spectrotemporal signals that map onto phonological
representations (mid-STS) or (2) integrating sensory signals into
higher-order semantic information that is invariant to the spe-
cific surface features of the acoustic or visual signals (anterior
mid-STS). However, none of these regions may in itself be spe-
cific for speech processing. For instance, the mid-STS region may
also be involved in integrating spectrotemporally complex audi-
tory and visual nonspeech signals. Conversely, the anterior mid-
STS may well be involved in integrating semantically invested
videos with auditory nonspeech tracks. Instead, we propose that
AV integration of speech signal emerges from interactions among
several brain areas that may each have specialized for a process
that is shared by nonspeech signals. In short, AV integration of
speech signals may be special in terms of the specific interactions
among multiple regions in a fronto-temporal system.
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